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Abstract

Turbulent magnetic reconnection in a quasi-parallel shock under parameters relevant to the

Earth’s bow shock is investigated by means of a two-dimensional particle-in-cell simulation. The

addressed aspects include the reconnection electric field, the reconnection rate, and the electron

and the ion outflow speeds. In the shock transition region, many current sheets are generated

in shock-driven turbulence, and electron-only reconnection as well as reconnection where both

ions and electrons are involved can occur in those current sheets. The electron outflow speed in

electron-only reconnection shows a positive correlation with the theoretical speed, which is close

to the local electron Alfvén speed, and a strong convection electric field is generated by the large

electron outflow. As a result, the reconnection electric field becomes much larger than those in the

standard magnetopause or magnetotail reconnection. In shock-driven reconnection that involves

ion dynamics, both electron outflows and ion outflows can reach of the order of 10 times the Alfvén

speed in the X-line rest frame, leading to a reconnection electric field the same order as that in

electron-only reconnection. An electron-only reconnection event observed by the Magnetospheric

Multiscale (MMS) mission downstream of a quasi-parallel shock is qualitatively similar to those

in the simulation and shows that the outflow speed reaches approximately half the local electron

Alfvén speed, supporting the simulation prediction.

∗ naoki.bessho@nasa.gov
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I. INTRODUCTION25

Electron-only reconnection is a new type of magnetic reconnection that has been gathering26

attention recently. In such reconnection, only electrons show outflow jets, and no ion jets27

are generated. Electron-only reconnection was first detected by NASA’s Magnetospheric28

Multiscale (MMS) mission in the Earth’s magnetosheath [1], where a large number of current29

sheets are generated due to the shock turbulence in the downstream region of a quasi-parallel30

bow shock. Since the size of these current sheets is much smaller than ion gyro-radii, ions31

cannot respond to the sudden change of magnetic fields in those current sheets, and only32

electrons participate in magnetic reconnection. As a result, electron jets are generated, but33

ions are just passing through those regions without generating jets.34

Later, MMS observed electron-only reconnection in the shock transition region [2–5], the35

magnetosheath [6, 7], and the foreshock region [8, 9] of the Earth’s bow shock. In addition,36

possible signatures of electron-only reconnection were found in the magnetic spectrum in37

turbulence in the magnetosheath [11]. On the other hand, electron-only reconnection was38

also observed in the Earth’s magnetotail [10], and it is interpreted to be the early stage of39

regular reconnection. In the early stage, the size of the diffusion region is small and only40

electron jets are generated. The ion jets are generated in the subsequent stage after the41

electron jets grow, and regular reconnection proceeds with both ions and electrons.42

Electron-only reconnection has been studied by numerical simulations as well, by means of43

particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations [12–16] and hybrid Vlasov-Maxwell simulations [17, 18]. In44

our previous studies by two-dimensional (2-D) PIC simulations, to understand the physics of45

electron-only reconnection, we investigated quasi-parallel shocks whose shock normal angle46

is 25 degrees [13, 14]. In those studies, we demonstrated that when the Alfvén Mach number47

(MA = vsh/vA0, where vsh is the shock speed, and vA0 is the upstream Alfvén speed) is around48

10 and when the shock speed is smaller than the electron thermal speed, many current sheets49

with their thicknesses a few ion skin depths are generated in the shock transition region50

due to the ion-ion non-resonant beam instability, and the subsequent secondary instability51

generates many sub-ion-scale modulations in magnetic fields and current sheets with their52

thicknesses several electron skin depths, in which electron-only reconnection can occur. In53

electron-only reconnection, electron distribution functions show that the temperature is54

higher than the upstream region, and electrons are accelerated in the direction opposite to55
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the reconnection electric field. Due to the acceleration, the electron outflow speed almost56

reaches the electron Alfvén speed.57

In contrast, regular reconnection, where both ions and electrons are involved, also occurs58

in shocks, and both species can be accelerated. In the same shock simulation with the 25-59

degree shock angle, one of the regions of regular reconnection, where the ion-ion non-resonant60

beam instability generates ion-scale modulations in magnetic fields, was investigated, and61

we observed that both ion and electron jets are generated.62

In this study, we analyze the properties of reconnection electric fields in electron-only63

reconnection and regular reconnection in the Earth’s quasi-parallel bow shock, using a 2-64

D PIC simulation. We will statistically investigate outflow speeds in both electron-only65

reconnection and regular reconnection, and the magnitude of the reconnection electric field66

as well as reconnection rates. Sec. II explains the simulation method. In Sec. III, we67

investigate reconnection in the shock transition region, and discuss the analysis results. In68

Sec. IV, we show an example of observation by MMS for electron-only reconnection. Sec.69

V summarizes this study.70

II. SIMULATION METHOD71

We perform a two-and-a-half dimensional electromagnetic PIC simulation for a quasi-72

parallel shock, where the simulation domain is in 2-D but three vector components in field73

quantities and particle velocities are treated. Details of the simulation method is explained74

in the previous papers [13, 14]. The mass ratio of the ion to the electron is mi/me = 200.75

The densities of both ions and electrons are uniform and they are n = n0 (100 particles per76

cell for each species) at the initial time t = 0. The magnetic field is also uniform at t = 0,77

and B0 = [B0 cos θ, B0 sin θ, 0], where θ is the shock normal angle and we use θ = 25 degrees.78

The simulation domain has a size Lx × Ly = 375di × 51.2di, where di is the ion skin depth79

based on the initial density n0 (di = c/(4πn0e
2/mi)

1/2, where e is the elementary charge,80

and c is the light speed). The ratio of the plasma frequency (ωpe = (4πn0e
2/me)

1/2) and the81

electron cyclotron frequency (Ωe = eB0/mec) is ωpe/Ωe = 4.0, which gives vA0/c = 1/56.6,82

where vA0 is the Alfvén speed based on B0 and n0. The beta values at t = 0 for the ions and83

the electrons are βi = 1.0 and βe = 1.0, respectively. With these parameters, the electron84

thermal speed becomes vTe = 14.1vA0. Conducting walls are placed at x = 0 and x = Lx,85
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where particles are specularly reflected, while we use periodic boundaries in the y direction.86

To drive a shock wave, we impose a uniform electric field Ez and give a negative x speed87

vd = −9.0vA0 to all the particles, where Ez = −vdB0 sin θ/c. The conducting wall at x = 088

reflects all the particles, which generates strong disturbances in the magnetic field, and89

eventually a shock wave is generated, propagating in the x direction with a positive speed.90

Since all the particles are drifting to the negative x direction throughout the simulation time,91

we inject new particles from the boundary at x = Lx. The shock speed vsh is determined92

by the speed of the largest magnetic pulse in the x direction, adding the drift speed |vd|.93

III. OUTFLOW SPEEDS AND RECONNECTION ELECTRIC FIELDS IN THE94

SHOCK TRANSITION REGION95

A. Categorization of reconnection X-lines96

We investigate reconnecting current sheets generated in the shock transition region. De-97

tails of several reconnecting current sheets in the shock transition region in the same sim-98

ulation have already been documented in the previous papers [13, 14]. In this paper, our99

focus is the outflow speed and the reconnection electric field, which is the magnitude of Ez100

field at the X-line in each reconnection region.101

Fig. 1(a) shows the current density Jz and magnetic field lines in a simulation domain,102

40 < x/di < 55 and the whole y range 0 < y/di < 51.2, at Ωit = 18.75, where Ωi is the103

ion cyclotron frequency based on B0. The gray lines are magnetic field lines, which are the104

contour of the vector potential Az, and the color contour shows Jz. The plotted region is the105

shock transition region. The right side (55di < x) is the upstream region, while the left side106

(x < 40di) is the downstream region. The Alfvén Mach number (MA = vsh/vA0) is 11.4, and107

the magnetic field strength becomes almost six times larger in the shock than the upstream108

value. For details of the shock evolution, please refer to the previous studies [13, 14]. Those109

current sheets are generated due to two types of instabilities: a non-resonant ion-ion beam110

instability (in which the fastest growing mode does not resonate with the reflected ions but111

with the incoming solar wind), and the secondary instability due to multiple electron and112

ion beams.113

In the right panel (b), the positions of X-lines are marked by Xs. We identified 43 X-lines114
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in this region, and traced the motion of these 43 X-lines for 100 time steps from Ωit = 18.75115

to 18.78. In these 43 X-lines, we only analyze 32 X-lines that are stable during the time116

interval. The rest 11 X-line regions have one or multiple magnetic islands disappeared within117

the 100 time steps, difficult to analyze, and hence they are not included. Fig. 1(b) shows118

these 32 X-lines.119

For these 32 X-lines, we determine whether there exist electron jets in each reconnection120

region. When no electron jets are confirmed around an X-line, we categorize the region121

as “no active reconnection”, which indicates that either reconnection has already ceased,122

or reconnection has just begun and no jet has been developed yet. For the X-lines where123

electron jets are observed, we investigate whether there are ion jets. When no ion jet is124

observed around an X-line with electron jets, we categorize the X-line as “electron-only125

reconnection”. In X-lines where ion jets are confirmed, there are some X-lines where the126

electron jet points to a direction different from the ion jet. For example, there is an X-line127

where the electron jet and the ion jet are almost counter streaming. Since there is a shock128

turbulence, strong ion flows can be generated without reconnection, and such strong ion flows129

can pass through a small-scale electron-only reconnection region. Therefore, we categorize130

those X-lines as “electron-only reconnection”, because electron and ion jet motions are131

decoupled. When an X-line shows both electron and ion jets pointing in the same direction132

(the angle between the electron and ion jets less than 10 degrees) or similar directions (the133

angle ≤ 45 degrees) from the X-line, and when the ion speed increases from the X-line to134

the downstream region, we categorize the X-line as “regular reconnection”. In Fig. 1(b),135

magenta Xs show the positions of electron-only reconnection, yellow Xs show the positions136

of regular reconnection, and white Xs mark the positions of no active reconnection. In these137

32 X-lines, 18 X-lines show electron-only reconnection, 7 X-lines show regular reconnection,138

and 7 X-lines show no active reconnection.139

In the shock-driven turbulence, the shape of each reconnection region is significantly140

distorted, and most reconnection shows asymmetry in both the inflow direction and the141

outflow direction. As a result, many reconnection regions show only a one-sided jet, which142

points in a certain direction without the counterpart of the jet pointing in the opposite143

direction. Later in Sec.III D, we will discuss asymmetry in the outflow direction in such144

a reconnection site with a one-sided jet. In the 18 sites of electron-only reconnection, 9145

reconnection sites show only one-sided jets, and the rest 9 sites show two-sided jets. In the146
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7 regular reconnection sites, only one site shows both two-sided electron jets and two-sided147

ion jets. There are 3 sites that show two-sided electron jets and one-sided ion jets. The rest148

3 sites show one-sided electron jets and one-sided ion jets.149

Comparing Fig. 1(a) and (b), we notice that regular reconnection (yellow Xs) occurs150

where there are large-scale magnetic islands. For example, there is a large-scale island151

(whose size is a few di) around x = 50di and y = 42di, and there are two yellow X-lines at152

(x, y) = (49.45di, 38.275di) and (49.925di, 41.825di). Another one is found near a large-scale153

island around x = 49di and y = 2di, and there is a regular reconnection site whose X-line154

is at (x, y) = (48.975di, 0.925di). This is because regular reconnection is often associated155

with the non-resonant ion-ion beam instability, which generates a magnetic field modulation156

whose size is of the order of di. Magnetic field lines bend more and more as the waves grow,157

and eventually reconnection occurs when the bent field lines generate a loop-like structure158

where two oppositely-directed field lines are in contact at a point. If reconnection occurs159

due to this instability, regular reconnection is realized because ions can respond to such a160

large-scale (ion-scale) structure. The positions of yellow Xs in Fig. 1 (b) are seen near large-161

scale magnetic flux ropes (magnetic islands). In contrast, electron-only reconnection sites162

(magenta Xs) are distributed in regions with fine-scale current structures. For example,163

in the region around x = 50di and y = 30di, there are fine structures of current sheets164

(intricate patterns of red and black regions, see panel (a)), where several magenta Xs are165

seen. Another region with turbulent current sheets is seen near x = 47di and y = 10di,166

and there are many magneta Xs. These regions are where the secondary instability occurs167

after the non-resonant ion-ion beam instability, and many small-scale (sub-di scale) current168

sheets are generated. Please refer to Ref. [14] for more details about the instabilities in the169

shock. In these regions, since ions cannot respond quickly to such small-scale changes of170

magnetic fields, electron-only reconnection can occur.171

B. Electron-only reconnection172

Fig. 2 shows an example of a reconnecting current sheet where electron-only reconnection173

occurs. The plots are: (a) the current density Jz, (b) the out-of-plane electric field Ez, (c)174

the in-plane electron fluid velocity Ve = (V 2
ex + V 2

ey)
1/2 multiplied by the sign of Vey, (d) the175

in-plane ion fluid velocity Vi = (V 2
ix + V 2

iy)
1/2 multiplied by the sign of Viy, (e) the out-of-176
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plane magnetic field Bz, and (f) one-dimensional (1-D) plots of the magnetic field BL and177

the electron density ne across the current sheet. For the in-plane electric field Ex and Ey,178

please see supplementary material. The coordinates L and N are shown in panel (d). These179

quantities are in the X-line rest frame, where the X-line position is stationary. To obtain the180

X-line rest frame, we measured the velocity of the X-line motion in the simulation (for 100181

time steps from Ωit = 18.75 to 18.78, measuring the position at every 10 time step), and we182

changed the frame from the original simulation frame to the X-line rest frame. Suppose the183

X-line speed is V X , we have Ez,rest = Ez,sim + (V X ×B)z/c, where Ez,rest and Ez,sim are184

the electric field Ez in the X-line rest frame and in the simulation frame, respectively. In185

each panel, white arrows represent the vectors of the electron fluid velocity, except for the186

ion fluid velocity plot (panel (d)), where the white arrows are the vectors of the ion fluid187

velocity. The X-line is shown by the magenta X, and magenta lines are magnetic field lines.188

In these panels, the X-line is located at (x, y) = (xX , yX) = (47.5di, 25.85di). The189

current density Jz (panel (a)) shows a diagonally negative (black) structure from the top190

left quadrant (x < xX and yX < y) to the bottom right quadrant (xX < x and y < yX)191

around the X-line, and this negative Jz is separated by the positive current sheet (green192

and red) around the X-line, which shows also a diagonal structure passing from the top193

right quadrant (xX < x and yX < y) to the bottom left quadrant (x < xX and y < yX)194

around the X-line. Because of this positive current sheet, two magnetic islands are seen in195

the top left and the bottom right regions. Regarding the magnetic field direction, if we use196

the L-N coordinates (see panel (d)), where L is the direction of the reconnecting magnetic197

field, BL < 0 in the upper region (above the positive current sheet), and BL > 0 in the lower198

region (below the positive current sheet).199

Panel (c) for Ve shows an electron jet that passes through the X-line almost vertically200

from top to bottom. The maximum of the in-plane electron outflow speed (V 2
ex + V 2

ey)
1/2 in201

the X-line rest frame is Vout = 10.7vA0 at (x, y) = (47.5di, 25.8di), slightly below the X-line.202

Let us apply the reconnection model by Ref. [20] for asymmetric reconnection to discuss the203

outflow speed. The magnetic field strengths at the two sides across the current sheet in the204

N direction (see panel (f)) are B1 = 1.6B0 and B2 = 0.99B0, and the electron densities at205

the two sides are n1 = 3.3n0 and n2 = 2.9n0. Here, to compute B1 and B2, we first visually206

determined the current sheet normal direction N as in panel (d), and then investigate the207

L component of the magnetic field, which is perpendicular to the N direction, along the N208
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direction passing through the X-line to find the two maxima positions of |BL|, as shown in209

panel (f). We assume that these two maxima of |BL| represent B1 and B2, and also measured210

the densities n1 and n2 at the two positions. Using the asymmetric reconnection model, the211

outflow speed is predicted to be Vtheory = [B1B2(B1 +B2)/(n1B2 + n2B1)]
1/2(1/4πme)

1/2 =212

10.2vA0, which is consistent with the observed electron outflow 10.7vA0. Note that this213

theoretical speed Vtheory is close to the local electron Alfvén speed. For example, at the214

position with B1 and n1, the local electron Alfvén speed is 12.4vA0, while at the position215

with B2 and n2, the local electron Alfvén speed is 8.3vA0. Therefore, the electron outflow216

speed is close to those local electron Alfvén speeds. In contrast, the ion fluid velocity (panel217

(d)) shows no ion jet, and this reconnection is only due to electrons. As shown in panel (c),218

this electron-only reconnection has a one-sided jet. We will discuss later the applicability of219

the asymmetric reconnection theory to reconnection in a shock, considering both one-sided220

and two-sided jets (see Subsection III D). Also, more details about the flow patters in this221

reconnection region as well as the size of the electron diffusion region (EDR) are shown in222

Fig. S1 in the supplementary material.223

The electric field Ez in the X-line rest frame (panel (b)) shows a positive value around224

the X-line, which is due to the electron flow pointing in the negative y direction. Note that225

the convection electric field Ez = −(VexBy − VeyBx)/c ∼ VeyBx/c with Vey < 0 and Bx < 0226

below the X-line. The reconnection electric field Er (|Ez| at the X-line) is Er = 0.075B0.227

The reconnection rate R = Er/(BdVtheory/c), where Bd = 2B1B2/(B1 + B2), is 0.34, and R228

based on the outflow speed Vout instead of Vtheory is 0.32.229

Note that there are strong electron inflows from three directions (see panel (c) in Fig.230

2 as well as panel (a) in Fig. S1 in the supplementary material): there are two inflows in231

the N direction, and the other is from the positive L side (flow along the positive current232

sheet). Two of these inflows (the one from the positive y direction toward the X-line, and233

the one in the L direction toward the X-line) show large speeds around 8vA0, and each234

of these inflows also generates a large convection electric field Ez. The inflow from the235

positive y side generates a positive Ez due to VeyBx/c with Vey < 0 and Bx < 0, but236

the other inflow from the positive L side generates a negative convection electric field (not237

shown) Ez ∼ −VeLBN/c with VeL < 0 and BN < 0. This unusual L-directional inflow is238

not seen in the standard laminar reconnection, but this is generated in the shock-turbulent239

reconnection. However, due to the demagnetization of the electron in the diffusion region240
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(see Fig. S1 in the supplementary material), the effect of the non-ideal electric field surpasses241

the convection electric field, and the reconnection region shows a positive Ez near the X-242

line. This reconnection is driven by these strong inflows, similar to reconnection driven by243

a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability [19].244

Panel (e) shows that there exists a large-amplitude Bz, out of plane with respect to245

the reconnection plane N -L. At the X-line, Bz = −3B0 = −2.5Bd, and this reconnection246

involves a strong guide field.247

Fig. 3 shows another example of a reconnecting current sheet. The current density Jz248

(panel (a)) shows an almost vertical negative current sheet at the X-line, (x, y) = (xX , yX) =249

(48.5di, 37.375di). Magnetic fields point upward (By > 0) in the region left to the X-line250

(x < xX), while they point downward (By < 0) in the region right to the X-line (xX < x).251

The electron velocity Ve (panel (c)) shows an almost vertical downward jet (Vex < 0 and252

Vey < 0) in the left bottom quadrant (x < xX and y < yX) from the X-line, and the253

maximum speed is 5.0vA0 at (x, y) = (48.3di, 36.95di). Details about the flow patterns and254

the size of the EDR are shown in Fig. S2 in the supplementary material.255

Even though the negative current sheet across the X-line forms almost along the y di-256

rection, the Bx component (instead of By component) is the reconnecting magnetic field.257

We decided the direction of the reconnection (which side is the inflow and which side is the258

outflow) based on the time evolution of the vector potential Az. According to the evolution259

of Az (not shown), we found that the magnetic island in the positive y side becomes smaller260

as time elapses, and this means that the direction of the BL component (reconnecting mag-261

netic field) is in the x direction. Panel (d) shows the N and L directions around the X-line,262

and BL < 0 above the X-line, while BL > 0 below the X-line. The ion velocity Vi does not263

show an ion jet, and this is electron-only reconnection. Using the asymmetric reconnection264

model (B1 = 0.44B0, B2 = 0.36B0, n1 = 3.5n0 and n2 = 3.3n0, see panel (f)), the outflow265

speed is predicted to be Vtheory = 3.1vA0, which is close to the observed electron outflow266

Vout = 5.0vA0.267

The electric field Ez (panel (b)) is positive around the X-line, and the reconnection268

electric field is Er = 0.005B0. This means that the sign of the reconnection electric field is269

opposite to the sign of the current density Jz, which resembles reconnection with a current270

sheet with the opposite sign to the reconnection electric field in Ref. [21]. In our case,271

this condition results in a negative energy exchange rate (i.e. J · (E + V e × B/c) < 0)272
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at the X-line; however, there exist positive regions of the energy exchange rate near the273

X-line (see panel (e) in Fig. S2 in the supplementary material), slightly offset from the274

X-line (near the negative Ez region in the vicinity of the X-line, as well as part of the275

outflow region near the outflow maximum), and the overall energy exchange rate in the276

reconnection region is positive. Using the asymmetric reconnection model, the reconnection277

rate is R = Er/(BdVtheory/c) = 0.24, and if we use Vout, R = 0.14. Panel (e) shows that the278

guide field strength at the X-line is Bz = −0.69B0 = −1.7Bd.279

In these electron-only reconnection sites, most of the electron outflow speeds are of the280

order of electron Alfvén speed, and also close to the theoretical speed defined in the asym-281

metric reconnection theory, i.e. Vtheory. The reconnection electric fields Er in these sites282

are of the order of 0.1BdVtheory/c, i.e., the reconnection rate (R = Er/(BdVtheory/c)) is of283

the order of 0.1. Compared with the reconnection rate of standard reconnection in the284

Earth’s magnetopause/magnetotail [22–25], where both ions and electrons are responsible285

for reconnection, the reconnection rate is the same order, around 0.1; however, the recon-286

nection rate of 0.1 in electron-only reconnection indicates that the reconnection electric287

field is unusually larger than the reconnection electric field in the standard reconnection288

in the magnetopause/magnetotail. This is because the outflow velocity Vout, which is close289

to Vtheory, in electron-only reconnection is of the order of the electron Alfvén speed vAe.290

Therefore, the reconnection electric field in electron-only reconnection is of the order of291

0.1BdvAe/c = 0.1(mi/me)
1/2BdvA/c, which is (mi/me)

1/2 larger than the reconnection elec-292

tric field in the standard laminar reconnection in the Earth’s magnetopause/magnetotail,293

0.1BdvA/c. Our argument is consistent with Ref. [12], in which the reconnection electric294

field is compared between electron-only reconnection and the standard reconnection. More295

discussions about the reconnection rates in both types of reconnection will be given in Sec.296

III D.297

To investigate the strength of the reconnection electric field Er, we performed a statistical298

analysis for electron-only reconnection, even though the sample size is small. The following299

properties are investigated: (1) the reconnection electric field Er (|Ez| at the X-line), (2) the300

reconnection rate (we consider two rates: Rt = Er/(BdVtheory/c) and Ro = Er/(BdVout/c)),301

and (3) the outflow speed Vout. In the observed 18 electron-only reconnection X-lines, three302

X-lines show Ez with its sign opposite from what we expect by the evolution of the magnetic303

field lines (in other words, the evolution of the vector potential Az). For example, the X-304
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line at (x, y) = (51.425di, 40.3di) shows a negative Ez, but based on the time evolution305

of the magnetic field lines, the reconnection electric field should have a positive Ez. This306

discrepancy in the observed Ez may be due to the temporal variation of the reconnection307

electric field affected by the surrounding region, which is beyond the scope of this paper.308

We discard those three X-lines that show Ez inconsistent with what we expect, and we use309

the rest 15 X-lines for the statistical analysis.310

Fig. 4 shows histograms for the reconnection electric field Er, the reconnection rates311

(Rt = Er/(BdVtheory/c) and Ro = Er/(BdVout/c)), and the electron outflow speed Vout. Fig.312

4(a) shows a histogram for Er normalized by the magnetic field B0 in the shock upstream313

region. In the 15 X-lines we analyzed, seven X-lines have Er less than 0.02, and the rest of314

the X-lines range from 0.02 to 0.08. The mean is 0.031B0 (= 0.36B0 sin θVsw/c, where Vsw =315

11.4vA0 represents the solar wind speed), the minimum is 0.0038B0 (= 0.044B0 sin θVsw/c),316

and the maximum is 0.075B0 (= 0.88B0 sin θVsw/c). Fig. 4(b) shows two histograms: one is317

for the reconnection rate Rt = Er/(VtheoryBd/c) (black), and the other is for the reconnection318

rate Ro = Er/(VoutBd/c) (red). In these 15 X-lines, 12 X-lines show Rt less than 0.4, and the319

rest three X-lines show the reconnection rate Rt larger than 0.6. The two X-lines indicated320

by the black arrow are the ones with Rt > 1.0 (Rt = 1.4 and 2.6). Including these three321

large reconnection rates, the mean is 0.43, but if we exclude these three as outliers, the mean322

of the 12 reconnection rates Rt is 0.16. In the total 15 reconnection rates, the minimum is323

0.019, and the maximum is 2.6. For the reconnection rate Ro (red), where Vout is used, only324

one reconnection rate Ro shows larger than 1, and 14 reconnection rates are less than 0.6.325

The mean is 0.25, the minimum is 0.029, and the maximum is 1.0. Note that in the standard326

laminar reconnection, a theoretical study [26] shows that the upper limit of the reconnection327

rate should be smaller than around 0.5 in non-relativistic cases. However, reconnection in328

the present study is driven reconnection due to strong flows in the shock turbulence, and in329

that case, reconnection rates can be much larger than 0.5.330

Fig. 4(c) and (d) show histograms for the outflow speed, Vout. Panel (c) shows histograms331

for Vout (red) and Vtheory (black), normalized by the Alfvén speed in the upstream region332

vA0 (note that the electron Alfvén speed in the upstream is vAe0 = (mi/me)
1/2vA0 = 14.1vA0333

in the simulation with mi/me = 200). For the observed outflow speeds Vout (red), the334

speeds are distributed between 4.0vA0 to 18.0vA0, and the mean is 10.1vA0, which is 0.72 of335

the electron Alfvén speed vAe0 = 14.1vA0 in the upstream region. The minimum is 5.0vA0,336
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and the maximum is 17.4vA0. However, the minimum value 5.0vA0 does not mean that the337

outflow speed at that reconnection site reaches much less than the local electron Alfvén338

speed, because the local electron Alfvén speed is close to Vtheory. The black histogram is339

for Vtheory, and the values are spread between 2vA0 to 22vA0. Panel (d) shows a histogram340

for Vout normalized by the theoretical prediction speed, Vtheory. Most of the X-lines show341

Vout/Vtheory around 1.0 (between 0.5 to 2.0). The minimum value of the outflow speed342

in panel (c), Vout = 5.0vA0, corresponds to Vout/Vtheory = 1.6; therefore, that outflow speed343

actually exceeds the predicted speed. The minimum of Vout/Vtheory is 0.52, and the maximum344

is 3.4. Three X-lines show larger than 2.25 (Vout/Vtheory =2.4, 2.5, and 3.4). Therefore, all345

the electron outflows show larger than 0.5 of the predicted speed.346

Fig. 5 shows scatter plots for the outflow speed Vout, the reconnection electric field Er, and347

the reconnection rates Rt and Ro. Panel (a) shows a plot for Vout as a function of Vtheory.348

The outflow speeds Vout range from 5.0vA0 to 17.4vA0, and there is a positive correlation349

between Vout and the theoretical prediction Vtheory. We investigated the correlation based350

on Spearman’s rank correlation, since the sample size 15 is small, and the distributions of351

both Vout and Vtheory are not Gaussian (see the histograms in Fig. 4 (c)). The Spearman’s352

rank correlation coefficient is 0.75, and the p-value (using the t-distribution for the degrees353

of freedom n−2, where n is the sample size) is 0.0013, which is less than 0.05 (5% significant354

level). We conclude that there is a strong positive correlation between Vout and Vtheory, and355

the reconnection outflow Vout is well explained by the asymmetric reconnection theory with356

using the electron mass me. Note that we confirmed that these reconnection regions show357

converging inflows in the N direction toward the X-line (see examples in the supplementary358

material), which are necessary for reconnection (see also Eqs. (A2) and (A3) in Appendix359

as well as Eq. (3) in Sec. III D). As we will explain later in Sec. III D, the outflow speed360

Vout becomes close to Vtheory, even under a strong background flow, as long as there exist361

converging inflows toward the X-line. Therefore, the correlation between Vout and Vtheory362

indicates that the outflows result from reconnection driven by the background flows.363

Panel (b) shows the reconnection electric field Er as functions of the theoretical speed364

Vtheory (black) and the observed outflow speed Vout (red). Seeing the black scatter plot, it365

is hard to see a correlation between Er and Vtheory. In contrast, if we use the observed366

outflow speed Vout (red scatter plot), we can see a weak correlation between Er and Vout.367

Since the distribution of Er is also not a Gaussian (Fig. 4(a)), we performed the Spearman’s368
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rank correlation analysis. The rank correlation coefficient is 0.33 for the red data points.369

However, the p-value is 0.23. This large p-value is mainly due to the small sample size, and370

we cannot conclude, with this p-value, whether there is a weak correlation. Nevertheless,371

we can at least say that there may be a tendency that the larger the outflow speed, the372

larger the reconnection electric field. To prove this, we need to increase the sample size. In373

the following analysis for other variables, if we find that the rank correlation coefficient is374

large but the p-value > 0.05, we will interpret that there is a ‘tendency’ of the correlation375

between the two variables. In contrast, if we find that the correlation coefficient is large and376

the p-value < 0.05, we will ‘conclude’ that there is a correlation.377

The electron-only reconnection in the transition region of the quasi-parallel shock has a378

strong guide field, as shown in Figs. 2(e) and 3(e) and also as we will see later, and the379

outflow velocity is tilted with respect to the current sheet near the X-line. Also, most of the380

electron-only reconnection sites have asymmetric field quantities across the current sheet381

around each X-line, and there is a significant asymmetry in the inflow and outflow velocity382

patterns. As a result, the outflow velocity parallel to the magnetic field may become signifi-383

cantly large. The parallel outflow component does not contribute to the convection electric384

field in the reconnection region. In Fig. 5(b), the outflow speed Vout may contain a signif-385

icant contribution from the parallel outflow speed, and it is still not clear whether a large386

outflow speed makes the reconnection electric field large. Therefore, we investigate another387

correlation between the reconnection electric field Er and the convection electric field due to388

the outflow. If we assume a steady state reconnection model, where the reconnection electric389

field is uniform around the X-line, the outflow velocity V out will generate the convection390

electric field Ez = −(V out ×B)z/c, which is equal to the reconnection electric field Ez at391

the X-line. Even though the electron-only reconnection in the shock is not steady state392

reconnection, we expect that there is a correlation between Er and the convection electric393

field by the outflow. The scatter plot with black data points in Fig. 5(c) shows for Er as a394

function of the convection electric field by the outflow. To make this plot, we excluded the395

data at two X-lines where the sign of the convection electric field and the sign of Ez at the396

X-line are opposite; therefore, we used 13 data points. Although there is a large spread of397

the data points, we see a weak correlation between Er and the convection electric field. The398

Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient is 0.31. However, again, due to the small sample399

size, the p-value is 0.30, and we cannot disprove that there is no correlation. From panels400
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(b) and (c) and the rank correlation coefficients (0.33 for Er and Vout, and 0.31 for Er and401

the convection electric field), we confirm tendencies that the reconnection electric field Er is402

weakly correlated with the outflow Vout and the convection electric field, but further study403

with a larger sample size is necessary. In contrast, the scatter plot with red data points in404

Fig. 5(c) shows a relation between Er and the convection electric field due to the inflow405

velocity. For the inflow velocity, we measured the electron fluid velocity V in at one of the406

inflow edges of the EDR (the same points where we measure the maxima of BL along the407

N axis to obtain Bd), and we computed the z component of the convection electric field408

−(V in ×B)z/c. We used only 13 data points from reconnection regions where the signs of409

the convection electric field and the reconnection electric field are the same. We see a posi-410

tive correlation between the convection electric field due to the inflow and the reconnection411

electric field Er. The positive correlation is seen because the inflow convection generates412

a roughly uniform electric field in the EDR including the reconnection electric field, even413

under the turbulent condition (see a quantitative discussion in Sec. III D). The Spearman’s414

rank correlation coefficient is 0.70, and the p-value is 0.007.415

Panel (d) shows a plot for the reconnection rates Rt and Ro. The data points for both416

rates (black and red) show an increase of the reconnection rate as the normalization quantity417

(horizontal axis) becomes small. If the reconnection rate were a constant value, we would418

see a flat distribution of the data points along constant values of Rt and Ro. This plot419

shows that the reconnection rates are not constant. The reconnection rates become larger420

in smaller VtheoryBd/c and VoutBd/c, because the outflow speed (Vtheory and Vout) becomes421

small, but the reconnection electric field Er is only weakly correlated with Vtheory and Vout.422

Also, the increase is due to small Bd when the size of the reconnection region is small (such423

as a small sub-di scale magnetic island), which makes both Bd and Vout ∼ Vtheory small.424

Fig. 6 shows scatter plots for the reconnection electric field Er and the reconnection rate425

Rt as functions of the guide field strength Bg (|Bz| at the X-line). In both panels (a)-(b), the426

black data use the guide field Bg normalized by the upstream magnetic field B0, while the red427

data use Bg normalized by the local value of Bd. In those electron-only reconnection sites,428

there are generally strong guide fields less than 10B0, and if we use a local Bd, the highest429

guide field is Bg = 27Bd, which is due to small Bd in a small reconnection region (small430

sub-di scale island). Panel (a) shows that there is no correlation between the reconnection431

electric field Er and the guide field Bg in the black data points. In the red data points,432
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a weak negative correlation is seen between Er and Bg/Bd, but the highest three Bg/Bd433

points can be considered outliers, as we explain bellow. Using the rest 12 red data points434

(removing the highest three points), the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient is almost435

zero.436

In panel (b), it is also hard to conclude about a correlation between the reconnection rate437

Rt and the guide field. The highest three reconnection rates (Rt = 0.6, 1.4 and 2.5) show438

strong guide field Bg/Bd > 10, and this is because of the small Bd in a small reconnection439

region. Therefore the extremely large reconnection rate Rt for these three X-lines can be440

considered outliers (these three outliers correspond to the three highest Rt in the histogram441

Fig. 4(b)), and the other reconnection rates are concentrated in the region less than Rt < 0.5.442

After removing those three outliers of extremely large Rt, there might be a weak negative443

correlation between the reconnection rate and the guide field strength. The Spearman’s rank444

correlation coefficients are -0.31 (p-value=0.33) for the black data points and almost zero445

for the red data points, respectively. Rt shows higher values around 0.35 in Bg/B0 < 3 and446

Bg/Bd < 3, but Rt becomes around 0.1 in the ranges 5 < Bg/B0 < 10 and 5 < Bg/Bd < 10.447

Tendencies of a weak negative correction are seen in these data points, but the sample size448

is too small to make a conclusion.449

C. Regular reconnection450

In the shock transition region, we identified seven regular reconnection sites, indicated451

by the yellow Xs in Fig. 1(b). We investigated details of the reconnection electric field452

and ion and electron outflow speeds around these seven X-lines. One example of regular453

reconnection (the X-line at (x, y) = (49.925di, 41.825di), near the largest magnetic island454

around x = 50di and y = 42di) has already been documented in Ref. [13].455

Fig. 7 shows field quantities in a regular reconnection site, in the same format as Figs. 2456

and 3, except for panel (b), where the white arrows show the ion flow vectors. Around the457

X-line at (x, y) = (xX , yX) = (49.8di, 21.2di), there is a current sheet with negative Jz along458

the vertical direction (panel (a)). Across this current sheet, the reconnecting component of459

the magnetic field reverses its sign. In other words, using the L (direction of the reconnecting460

magnetic field) and N (normal component) directions drawn in panel (d), we have BL > 0 in461

x < xX and BL < 0 in xX < x. The reconnection electric field is negative (Ez = −0.095B0),462
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and the region surrounding the X-line has negative Ez (panel (b)).463

Panels (c) and (d) show the electron and the ion fluid velocities in the X-line rest frame.464

The electron flow (panel (c)) shows a bipolar outflow pattern across the X-line in the y465

direction; there is a strong upward outflow Vey > 0 in yX < y, while a negative outflow466

Vey < 0 in y < yX . In the yX < y side, the maximum electron outflow speed reaches467

13.0vA. However, this outflow speed is much smaller than the predicted electron outflow468

Ve−theory = 34.9vA0 using the magnetic fields and densities at the two sides (B1 = 1.46B0,469

B2 = 4.15B0, n1 = 0.96n0, and n2 = 1.08n0, shown in panel (f)), with the electron mass470

me. Slightly away from the outflow regions, in the region where xX < x (around x = 50.5di)471

and yX < y, there is a strong downward (Vey < 0) flow, while in the region where x < xX472

(around x = 49.0di) and y < yX , there is a strong upward (Vey > 0) flow. This upward473

flow is mainly due to another reconnection site at (x, y) = (48.8di, 20.85di), and the outflow474

from that neighboring reconnection site plays a role as a part of the inflow in this regular475

reconnection site. If we look into the vicinity of the X-line at (xX , yX), there is an electron476

inflow toward the X-line from left to right (from the x < xX side to the xX < x side). The477

ion flow (panel (d)) shows a strong upward (Viy > 0) flow in both y < yX and yX < y. In478

the region y < yX , there are two flows (near x = 49di and near x = 50di) with Viy > 0,479

and the flow near x = 49di includes the outflow from the neighboring reconnection site.480

In the regular reconnection site at (xX , yX), the flow around x = 50di plays a role as the481

ion inflow. This inflow passes through the X-line in the positive y direction, and the flow482

direction changes to a direction with Vix > 0 and Viy > 0 in yX < y. The ion outflow has483

a peak of 7.4vA0 at (x, y) = (50.025di, 21.925di), and another peak of 7.2vA0 at (x, y) =484

(50.6di, 22.75di). Surprisingly, these outflow values are much greater than the predicted485

ion outflow Vi−theory = 2.5vA0 using B1, B2, n1, and n2 with the mass mi = 200me. The486

origin of this unusually fast ion outflow speed is likely the background ion flows due to ion487

reflection in the shock transition region (see also Ref. [14] for the ion distribution functions488

that contain reflected ions). Turbulent ion flows in the background already have fast flow489

speeds, and reconnection in this region further accelerates ions from the X-line to the region490

yX < y. More details of flow structures in this regular reconnection region are given in Figs.491

S3 and S4 in the supplementary material. Also, Fig. S5 in the supplementary material492

shows a Hall electric field in the in-plane electric field, which points toward the magnetic493

neutral line, due to the decoupling of electron and ion motion.494
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Note that this regular reconnection site has a few different features from the standard495

laminar reconnection. One is that the ion outflow is generated in the positive L and negative496

N side from the X-line, but this outflow region near x = 50di and y > 22di is usually the497

inflow region in the standard laminar reconnection, where the inflow points toward the X-498

line. This unusual outflow region in this regular reconnection site is produced mainly because499

of the small size of the magnetic island structure. Another difference is that the ion motion500

is decoupled from the electron motion in most of the reconnection site around the X-line.501

As a result, the electric field Ez (panel (b)) in the ion exhaust region (xX < x and yX < y)502

is not consistent with the convection electric field −V i ×B/c, and the negative sign of Ez503

in the ion exhaust region is opposite from the positive sign of the convection electric field504

(−VixBy > 0 because Vix > 0 and By < 0 in the ion exhaust region). In this ion exhaust505

region, there is a strong downward (Vey < 0 and Vex < 0) electron flow (see panel (c) in the506

region around x = 50.5di and yX < y) whose speed is comparable to the ion exhaust speed.507

Therefore, this decoupling between the electron and the ion motions causes the Hall current,508

and the generalized Ohm’s law tells that Ez is balanced with the convection effect due to509

the electron motion in the ion exhaust region (−VexBy < 0 because Vex < 0 and By < 0).510

This regular reconnection in the shock is very different from the regular reconnection in the511

Earth’s magnetopause/magnetotail, where the convection electric field due to the electron512

flow and the ion flow show the same sign, and the ion and the electron motions are almost513

coupled in the ion exhaust region. The reason why there is a strong decoupling between the514

electron and the ion flows is mainly because the size of the island structure in the shock is515

small (of the order of di), and both ions and electrons with fast flow speeds (of the order of516

10vA0) cannot be completely magnetized.517

Fig. 8 shows histograms for the reconnection electric field, the reconnection rates, and the518

ion and electron outflow speeds in regular reconnection sites. Panel (a) shows the histogram519

for Er normalized by the upstream magnetic field B0. The reconnection electric fields range520

from 0 to 0.1B0: The mean is 0.039B0 (= 0.45B0 sin θVsw/c), the minimum is 0.010B0521

(= 0.12B0 sin θVsw/c), and the maximum is 0.095B0 (= 1.1B0 sin θVsw/c). Comparing with522

Fig. 3(a) for electron-only reconnection, Er in regular reconnection in the shock transition523

region does not have a significant difference from Er in electron-only reconnection, and both524

electron-only reconnection and regular reconnection show similar magnitudes of Er. Panels525

(b) and (c) show histograms for reconnection rates, where we chose four normalizations:526
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(1) BdVe−out/c (panel (b), red), where Ve−out is the observed electron outflow speed, (2)527

BdVe−theory/c (panel (b), black), (3) BdVi−out/c (panel (c), red), where Vi−out is the observed528

ion outflow speed, and (4) BdVi−theory/c (panel (c), black).529

Panel (b) shows the reconnection rates Ret = Er/(Ve−theoryBd/c) (black) and Reo =530

Er/(Ve−outBd/c) (red), based on the electron outflow speeds. Both the black and the red531

histograms show similar distributions. The mean values are 0.13 (black) and 0.14 (red), the532

minimum values are 0.018 (black) and 0.028 (red), and the maximum values are 0.35 (black)533

and 0.29 (red), respectively. Panel (c) shows the histograms for the reconnection rates534

Rit = Er/(Vi−theoryBd/c) (black) and Rio = Er/(Vi−outBd/c) (red) based on the ion outflow535

speeds. In this plot, the horizontal axis in the bottom (red) is for Rio, and the horizontal536

axis in the top (black) is for Rit. For Rio = Er/(Vi−outBd/c), the mean is 0.28, the minimum537

is 0.058, and the maximum is 0.59. If we multiply a factor of 0.5 with the values of Rio in the538

horizontal axis in panel (c), the distribution of Rio looks similar to the distribution of Reo (red539

curve in panel (b)). The similarity is because the ion outflow speed reaches a similar value540

to half the electron outflow speed, as we will see later, which is very different from the ion541

outflow speed in regular reconnection in the Earth’s magnetopause/magnetotail, where the542

ion outflow speed reaches the Alfvén speed. If we use the theoretical value of the ion outflow543

speed, Vi−theory, the reconnection rate Rit does not show a value that correctly represents the544

reconnection rate, because Vi−theory is much smaller than the actually observed ion outflow545

speed, Vi−out. The black histogram shows the reconnection rate Rit = Er/(Vi−theoryBd/c),546

based on Vi−theory. The reconnection rates Rit are distributed between 0 to 5.0, which are547

almost an order of magnitude larger than the reconnection rates Rio based on the observed548

ion outflow speeds.549

Panel (d) shows the histograms for the electron outflow speed Ve−out (red) and the ion550

outflow speed Vi−out (black). The horizontal axis shown in the bottom (red) is for Ve−out,551

while the horizontal axis shown in the top (black) is for Vi−out. The electron outflow speeds552

range from 10vA0 to 20vA0. The mean is 14.1vA0, the minimum is 11.7vA0, and the maximum553

19.6vA0. The ion outflow speeds range from 4vA0 to 10vA0. The mean is 7.2vA0, the minimum554

is 4.5vA0, and the maximum is 9.6vA0. The distribution of Vi−out (black) after multiplying555

a factor of 2.0 with Vi−out is similar to the distribution of Ve−out (red). These large ion556

outflows, of the order of 10vA0, are much larger than the ion outflow speed (∼ local Alfvén557

speed) in regular reconnection in the Earth’s magnetopause/magnetotail.558
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Fig. 9 shows scatter plots for electron outflow speeds, ion outflow speeds, reconnection559

electric fields, and reconnection rates. Since the sample size for regular reconnection in this560

study is too small, we do not perform the correlation analysis, but let us visually check if561

there is a tendency of a correlation. Panel (a) shows the electron outflow speed Ve−out as562

a function of Ve−theory. In contrast with the electron outflow in electron-only reconnection563

analyzed in Fig. 5 (a), the electron outflow Ve−out in regular reconnection does not show564

a positive correlation with Ve−theory. Instead, the electron outflows in those seven regular565

reconnection sites show similar values between 10vA0 and 20vA0, even in a range of large566

prediction values around Ve−theory = 30vA0. Although it is hard to conclude something from567

this small sample size of data, the electron outflow speed seems not greatly affected by the568

predicted speed.569

Panel (b) shows a plot for the ion outflow speed Vi−out as functions of the predicted ion570

speed Vi−theory (black) and the observed electron outflow speed Ve−out (red). The observed571

ion outflow speeds Vi−out are much larger than the predicted ion outflow speeds Vi−theory.572

The values of Vi−out are between 4.5vA0 to 9.6vA0, while the values of Vi−theory are between573

0.65vA0 and 2.5vA0. The observed ion outflows Vi−out are almost half the observed electron574

outflow speeds Ve−out, between 11.7vA0 to 19.6vA0. The scatter plot for the red data shows575

that there is a tendency that the ion outflow speed increases with the electron outflow speed.576

This fact that Vi−out is proportional to Ve−out may indicate that the electron outflow speed577

is determined by the ion outflow speed, which is of the order of the speed of ions reflected578

by the shock, as explained below.579

Regular reconnection sites in the shock transition region are produced after the non-580

resonant ion-ion beam instability [14], and the ion jets in regular reconnection sites reach581

similar flow speeds as the ions reflected by the shock potential during the instability. Since582

the speeds of the reflected ions are the same order as the flow speed in the upstream region,583

which is 9vA0 in this shock simulation with MA = 11.4 (see also Figs. 10 and 11 in Ref.584

[14], where the reflected ions’ speeds reach the order of 10vA0), the ion jet speeds in those585

regular reconnection sites reach the same order, around 10vA0. Some of regular reconnection586

sites, such as the site near the largest magnetic island x = 50di and y = 42di, clearly show587

that the peak ion outflow velocity is boosted from the inflow speed with an amount around588

vA0. In other words, before reconnection, there is already the ion flow with its speed around589

10vA0 due to the reflected ions, and reconnection generates the ion exhaust with its speed590
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boosted up with an additional speed around vA0. That is why the ion outflow speed in591

regular reconnection in the shock is of the order of the upstream flow speed (around 10vA0592

in this study), which is much larger than the ion outflow of the regular reconnection in the593

Earth’s magnetopause/magnetotail. Note that such a boost speed ∼ vA0 is not regarded594

as the outflow speed, but we should use the observed outflow speed (Vi−out) as the outflow595

speed. The exact physical reason why the electron outflow speed in the regular reconnection596

in the shock (panel (a)) does not correlate with the predicted electron speed Ve−theory but597

correlated with the ion outflow speed (panel (b)) still remains to be investigated, but this598

may be because the electron outflow is induced by the ion outflow to reduce the charge599

separation produced by the strong ion flows in those reconnection sites.600

Panel (c) shows the reconnection electric field Er as functions of Vi−out (black) and Ve−out601

(red), as well as the convection electric field Ez (blue) due to the electron outflow. These data602

show that Er is correlated with neither Vi−out nor Ve−out. However, Er shows a correlation603

with the convection electric field. We note that the convection electric field shown here604

is not the one at the point of the maximum electron outflow, but we chose the midpoint605

between the X-line and the point of the maximum electron outflow, and then computed606

the convection Ez = −(V e−out−h ×B)z/c at the midpoint (where V e−out−h represents the607

electron flow velocity at the midpoint). This is because the signs of the convection electric608

fields by the electron maximum outflows are opposite from those of the reconnection electric609

fields in four sites out of seven regular reconnection sites (Fig. 7(b) is an example). However,610

the reconnection electric field Er should be related with the convection Ez at a certain point611

of the outflow region, between the X-line to the maximum position of the outflow. For612

example, in Fig. 7(b), Ez near the X-line is negative because of the negative convection613

electric field due to the electron flow, even though the convection Ez at the position of the614

maximum electron outflow becomes positive. The convection Ez due to the ion flow is also615

negative near the X-line, but due to the motion separation between the electron and ion, the616

convection Ez by the electron should be taken into account. For this reason, we investigate617

the convection electric field at the midpoint between the X-line and the position of the618

maximum electron outflow. In panel (c), the blue data points show Er as a function of the619

convection electric field Ez by the electron at the midpoint. Here, we only used 6 points,620

because in one region, the sign of the convection Ez is opposite to Ez at the X-line. The blue621

data points clearly show an increase trend of Er as the convection Ez increases. This result622
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indicates that the reconnection electric field is explained by the convection Ez due to the623

electron flow, and the reconnection electric field Er in regular reconnection in the shock is624

the same order as that in electron-only reconnection, because in both types of reconnection,625

the electron outflow speed is the same order. The magenta data points show the relation626

between Er and the convection Ez due to the electron inflow velocity, Ez = −(V e−in×B)z/c,627

and we also see an increase trend of Er as the convection Ez increases.628

Panel (d) is for the reconnection rates Rio = Er/(Vi−outBd/c) and Reo = Er/(Ve−outBd/c)629

as functions of Vi−outBd/c (black) and Ve−outBd/c (red), respectively. Similar to the result630

in electron-only reconnection (panel (d) in Fig. 5), both reconnection rates Rio and Reo are631

not constant, but they increases when Vi−outBd/c and Ve−outBd/c become small.632

Fig. 10 shows scatter plots for the reconnection electric field and reconnection rates as633

functions of two normalized guide fields, Bg/B0 and Bg/Bd. Panel (a) shows a plot for634

Er as functions of Bg/B0 (black) and Bg/Bd (red). Both data show that there seems to635

be no correlation between the reconnection electric field Er and the guide field Bg. Panel636

(b) shows reconnection electric fields Rio and Reo as functions of Bg/B0 (black) and Bg/Bd637

(red). Data of both types of outflows (Ve−out and Vi−out) are represented by different symbols638

(cross: the electron outflow Ve−out, and diamond: the ion outflow Vi−out). Again, there seems639

no correlation between the reconnection rates and the guide field strength. If we look into640

more details of the dependences of Er, Rio and Reo, we see that Er, Rio, and Reo in the641

regions 1 ≤ Bg/B0 ≤ 2.5 and 1 ≤ Bg/Bd ≤ 2.5 show larger values than those in higher642

guide fields. Therefore, there may be weak negative correlations between Er, Rio, and Reo643

and the guide field strengths. However, it is hard to conclude the dependence using such a644

small sample size of data.645

D. Discussions for the outflow speed and the reconnection electric field in shocks646

Let us discuss first the outflow speed in electron-only reconnection in a shock. We have647

confirmed that the electron outflow speed Vout is well correlated with Vtheory, which is close648

to the local electron Alfvén speed, using the asymmetric reconnection theory in Ref. [20].649

In the theory, it is assumed that there are two-sided outflow jets across the X line in the650

L direction (the direction of the reconnecting magnetic field). However, in the shock we651

investigated, there are many electron-only reconnection sites that show one-sided electron652
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jets; therefore, it is not obvious why the same theory with two-sided outflows can be applied653

to those one-sided electron outflows. In the following, we will argue that the theory can be654

applied to both the two-sided outflow case and the one-sided outflow case.655

To derive the outflow speed, the asymmetric reconnection theory uses the mass conserva-656

tion law, the energy conservation law, and the uniform reconnection electric field. The mass657

and energy conservations for the two-sided outflow case are written as follows (the same as658

Eqs. (10) and (11) in Ref. [20], replacing the ion mass with the electron mass):659

l(men1vin1 +men2vin2) = 2δmenoutVout, (1)

660

l

(
B2

1

8π
vin1 +

B2
2

8π
vin2

)
= 2δ

(
1

2
menoutV

2
out

)
Vout, (2)

where l is the half length of the diffusion region (the distance from the X-line at L = 0 to661

the end point of the diffusion region in the L direction, see the diagram in Fig. 11(a)), vin1662

and vin2 are the inflow speed in region 1 and that in region 2, respectively. Region 1 has663

|BL| = B1 and ne = n1, while region 2 has |BL| = B2 and ne = n2. In the outflow region,664

the density becomes ne = nout. Note that the theory in Ref. [20] assumes quasi-steady665

reconnection and neglects the time derivative in the theory. We can justify applying the666

theory to electron-only reconnection even in a turbulent case, because the time scale of the667

electron-only reconnection observed in the simulation is tens of Ω−1e (see Fig. 2 in Ref. [13],668

which shows electron-only reconnection lasted longer than 0.25Ω−1i = 50Ω−1e for the mass669

ratio 200), while the electron transit time in the reconnection region can be estimated as670

l/Vout ∼ di/vAe ∼ 10Ω−1e , which is shorter than the reconnection time scale. Therefore,671

during this short transit time, the field structure does not change a lot, and a quasi-steady672

state can be assumed in electron-only reconnection. We also assume that the reconnection673

electric field is uniform, and we have674

vin1B1 = vin2B2. (3)

Using these three equations, we have the outflow speed Vout as675

Vout =

(
B1B2

4πme

B1 +B2

n1B2 + n2B1

)1/2

= Vtheory, (4)

where we use the notation Vtheory, and this is the hybrid version of local electron Alfvén676

speed in asymmetric reconnection.677
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Looking into the derivation of this outflow speed Vout, we found that although the inflows678

pass through the positive N side and the negative N side of the diffusion region with its679

length 2l, we consider only half the region, such as the region 0 < L, and the mass and680

energy fluxes that pass the X-line at L = 0 from the other side (L < 0) is zero. This is681

because we are considering the two-sided outflows that are symmetric across the X-line in682

the L direction, and as long as the system is symmetric, we do not have to consider the other683

L side of the diffusion region. This means that in such a situation where there is no mass684

and energy fluxes in the L direction across the X-line, we can discuss a one-sided outflow.685

Comparison between the two-sided outflow case and the one-sided outflow case is shown in686

Fig. 11(a)(b). Even when there are L-directional fluxes that pass through the X-line, if we687

can neglect those fluxes, we have the same outflow speed as Eq. (4).688

However, in the simulation, we identified regions where there are strong L-directional689

fluxes across the X-line. For example, in Fig. 2(c), we see that there is a strong electron690

inflow passing through the X-line from the positive L side along the positive Jz region. This691

L-directional flow is due to the background flow in the shock turbulence. In this case, we692

cannot directly apply the theory to this region. Instead, let us include such L-directional693

fluxes as follows (see also the diagram in Fig. 11(c)):694

l(men1vin1 +men2vin2) + 2δmenin−Lvin−L = 2δmenoutVout, (5)
695

l

(
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8π
vin1 +
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2

8π
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)
+ 2δ

(
1

2
menin−Lv

2
in−L

)
vin−L = 2δ
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menoutV

2
out

)
Vout, (6)

where in the left-hand sides of the equations above, we included the mass flux and energy696

flux (see the second term in each equation) with its density nin,L and speed vin−L. Here we697

assume that the density nin−L in the inflow side is different from the density in the outflow698

side nout, because there is asymmetry in the L direction across the X-line. Note that in this699

formulation, flows are in the X-line rest frame, and Vout represents the total flow velocity in700

the outflow direction, which is the sum of the background flow and the flow produced by701

reconnection in the X-line rest frame. From these equations, we obtain Vout as follows702

Vout =

(
B1B2

4πme

B1 +B2

n1B2 + n2B1

)1/2 [
1− (nin−L/nout)(vin−L/Vout)

1− (nin−L/nout)(vin−L/Vout)3

]1/2
, (7)

where we assume that nin−L ≤ nout and vin−L ≤ Vout to make the outflow speed a real703

number. Since the right-hand side contains the ratio vin−L/Vout, this is not an explicit704

expression of Vout. To obtain the explicit expression of Vout, we need another equation that705
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has a relation between nin−L and nout; however, we can discuss the characteristics of the706

outflow speed, in particular, the dependence on the ratio of vin−L/Vout using Eq. (7). When707

the inflow speed is negligibly small, vin−L � Vout, which corresponds to the case where we708

neglect the L-directional fluxes in the two equations, we obtain Vout ∼ Vtheory. Also, in a709

case where vin−L is large enough and close to Vout (i.e. vin−L → Vout), as in Fig. 2(c), the710

outflow speed becomes Vout ∼ Vtheory. The outflow Vout becomes slightly smaller than Vtheory711

when vin−L is neither small nor large, i.e. 0� vin−L < Vout. For example, when we assume712

that vin−L = 0.5Vout and nin−L = nout, the outflow speed Vout ∼ 0.75Vtheory. The outflow713

speed Vout is of the order of Vtheory. In Appendix A, Vout is discussed more precisely as a714

function of vin−L and nin−L/nout, and it is shown that Vout is of the order of Vtheory.715

Next, let us discuss the magnitude of the reconnection electric field in shocks, by compar-716

ing with that in the standard laminar reconnection in the Earth’s magnetopause/magnetotail.717

In the shock, we observed that the reconnection electric field Er is of the order of 0.1BdVout/c718

in electron-only reconnection, where Vout is close to Vtheory, which is close to the local elec-719

tron Alfvén speed. At a first glance, this is similar to the reconnection electric field720

Er ∼ 0.1BdevAe/c in the standard laminar reconnection in the magnetopause/magnetotail,721

where Bde is the magnetic field at the edge of the EDR, and vAe is based on Bde. However,722

there is a significant difference between Er in a shock and Er in the standard laminar723

reconnection. In electron-only reconnection, since the reconnection region is small and724

the current sheet thickness is sub-di scale (several electron skin depth de), the upstream725

magnetic field Bup rapidly decreases to the X-line within such a small scale of several de.726

In other words, the current density in this region becomes significantly large due to large727

∂BL/∂N ∝ Bup/de. Therefore, the EDR occupies almost the entire reconnection region, and728

Bd (reconnecting magnetic field, Bd = 2B1B2/(B1 +B2)) is close to the upstream magnetic729

field Bup. See the diagram in Fig. 11(d).730

In contrast, in the standard laminar reconnection, since the reconnection involves both731

ions and electrons, there is a scale separation between the ion and election motions, and the732

EDR, which has a thickness of several de, is embedded in the ion diffusion region (IDR),733

which has a thickness of several di. See the diagram in Fig. 11(e). The current density is of734

the order of Bup/di, which is smaller than the current density in electron-only reconnection.735

In the standard laminar case, reconnection can be discussed based on the IDR, and the re-736

connecting magnetic field near the edge of the IDR is close to Bup. We have a reconnection737
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electric field Er ∼ 0.1BupvA/c, where vA is the Alfvén speed based on Bup. The EDR is738

located in the vicinity of the X-line, where the electron outflow is generated and reaches vAe739

based on the magnetic field Bde at the edge of the EDR. The reconnection electric field is uni-740

form inside the EDR and the IDR. Therefore, the relation Er ∼ 0.1BdevAe/c ∼ 0.1BupvA/c741

holds, and the reconnection electric field in the standard laminar reconnection is eventually742

Er ∼ 0.1BupvA/c. Comparing the reconnection electric field Er ∼ 0.1BupvAe in electron-only743

reconnection with the reconnection electric field Er ∼ 0.1BupvA/c in the standard laminar744

reconnection, we found that Er in electron-only reconnection is (mi/me)
1/2 times larger.745

This is because the difference in the magnetic field Bd in electron-only reconnection and Bde746

in the standard reconnection, Bde � Bd. The fact that a large reconnection electric field is747

generated in electron-only reconnection was first reported in a PIC simulation study in Ref.748

[12], and our result is consistent with that study.749

In regular reconnection in the shock, we observed that reconnection proceeds with fast750

outflow speeds in both electrons and ions, of the order of 10vA0. The simulation shows751

that Vi−out ∼ 0.5Ve−out. However, ions are mostly unmagnetized in the entire reconnection752

region, and reconnection regions almost resemble electron-only reconnection sites, in which753

electron outflows generate reconnection electric fields. In regular reconnection sites in the754

shock, the diffusion region is almost like the EDR, and there seems to be no IDR boundaries755

beyond which ions are magnetized, since the current sheet thickness (∼ 0.5di) is too small,756

even though ions are involved and accelerated to form an outflow jet. The plots of E ′z−e =757

[E + V e × B/c]z and E ′z−i = [E + V i × B/c]z are shown in Figs. S3 and S4 in the758

supplementary material, and regions with nonzero values of |E ′z−e| and |E ′z−i| are where759

electrons and ions are unmagnetized, respectively. Regions with nonzero |E ′z−e| roughly760

correspond to the current sheet, indicating that the EDR is covering the reconnection region.761

In contrast, regions with nonzero |E ′z−i| spread beyond the reconnection region. These ions in762

the jet are not magnetized, and the generalized Ohm’s law tells that the electron convection763

term −V e × B/c generates the convection electric field. Therefore, reconnection is likely764

controlled by electron outflows, instead of the ion outflows, and reconnection behaves like765

electron-only reconnection. We confirmed that the reconnection electric field Er in regular766

reconnection in the shock is the same order as Er in electron-only reconnection. Therefore,767

the reconnection electric field in regular reconnection is also Er ∼ 0.1BdVe−out, and this is768

larger than the standard laminar reconnection, since Ve−out is of the order of 10vA0.769
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IV. MMS OBSERVATION OF ELECTRON JETS IN ELECTRON-ONLY RECON-770

NECTION771

Fig. 12 shows an observation of electron-only reconnection in the Earth’s magnetosheath772

downstream of a quasi-parallel shock, measured by the MMS 1 spacecraft on December 9th in773

2016, which shares similarities with the simulation events. More electron-only reconnection774

events in the magnetosheath are shown and analyzed in Ref. [7]. In this event, MMS775

spacecraft were located at approximately [11, 3, 0.3]RE in GSE coordinates, where RE is the776

Earth radius. Magnetic fields are measured by the Flux Gate Magnetrometer [27], electric777

fields are measured by the Electric Field Double Probes [28–30], and the plasma data are778

from the Fast Plasma Investigation [31]. During this interval, MMS passed through a current779

sheet, indicated by the magnetic field reversal in BL (panel (b)), which changes from negative780

to positive values across the current layer, marked by the two vertical dashed lines. We define781

the LMN coordinate system based on a hybrid minimum variance analysis [32] on the782

magnetic field over the time interval 2016-12-09/09:03:29.0706 to 2016-12-09/09:03:29.2464,783

as N̂ = b̂1× b̂2, M̂ = x̂max× N̂ , and L̂ = M̂ × N̂ , where b̂1 and b̂2 are the magnetic field784

direction on either side of the interval and x̂max is the maximum variance direction of the785

magnetic field. Inside the interval of the current layer, BL shows a local minimum value -5786

nT, and after MMS exited the current layer, it gradually increases to 10 nT. The BM field787

is around -40 nT before MMS passed through the current sheet, and it increases to -20 nT788

after the current layer. The normal magnetic field BN is always small, and it reduces from789

3 nT to almost zero (a small negative value) during the current sheet crossing. The electron790

density (panel (a)) is around 14 cm−3 before MMS entered the current sheet, and it slightly791

increases in the current layer. The density is around 15 to 16 cm−3 after the current layer,792

and it further increases to 22 cm−3 near the end of the shown interval.793

During this current sheet crossing, MMS 1 detected a bipolar VeL (panel (c)), which shows794

both positive (around 580 km/s) and negative (around -170 km/s) peaks. The velocity VeM795

(panel (d)) has a negative peak near the BL reversal point (vertical dotted line), and the796

speed reaches 1000 km/s. The velocity VeN (panel (e)) also shows a positive peak 200797

km/s, but VeN is near zero at the VeL maximum. Therefore, the maximum in-plane speed798

(V 2
eL + V 2

eN)1/2 is around 580 km/s. Based on the BL field ∼ −5 nT and the density ∼ 16799

cm−3 when BL takes the local minimum value inside the current layer, the Alfvén speed is800
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27 km/s, and the maximum VeL (∼ 580 km/s) corresponds to 22 times the Alfvén speed.801

Since there is a background flow around 140 km/s in the L direction (see the value of ViL in802

blue), the difference between the peak speed and the background is 440 km/s, which is 16803

times the Alfvén speed. These flow speeds are smaller than the electron Alfvén speed (43804

times the Alfvén speed), but they almost reach half the electron Alfvén speed. In contrast,805

ion fluid velocities show almost uniform velocities, and no jets are recognized. Based on806

these data (the bipolar outflows in VeL co-located with the BL reversal, the VeM peak near807

the BL reversal, and no ion outflows), we conclude that electron-only reconnection occurs808

in this current sheet.809

Panels (f) and (g) show electric fields in the frame moving with the average ion fluid810

velocity, i.e. Esc +U i0×B, where Esc is the electric field in the spacecraft frame and U i0 is811

the ion fluid velocity averaged over 10di surrounding the event. This reference frame assumes812

the reconnecting current sheet (including the X-line) is being advected in the background813

plasma flow. This assumption appears to be broadly consistent with the current sheet veloc-814

ities obtained for a survey of magnetosheath reconnection events in Ref. [7] when compared815

with the N -component of the velocity which could be obtained from multispacecraft timing816

analysis. Panel (f) shows that there is a bipolar EN structure in the current sheet, and EM817

enhances at the BL reversal point (dotted line), which is considered to be the vicinity of818

the X-line, up to around 4 mV/m. This EM is considered to be close to the reconnection819

electric field. Panel (g) shows that the parallel electric field E‖ has a negative value close to820

the value of −EM at the BL reversal point, owing to the large guide field in the event. This821

large |E‖| during the crossing of the current sheet is consistent with another observation of822

guide-field reconnection in the magnetosheath [33]. The value of |EM | at the BL reversal823

point, 4 mV/m, is larger than the uncertainty of measurements (orange curve).824

The right panels (h)-(n) show a simulation result of electron-only reconnection, the same825

quantities as in the MMS observation (panels (a)-(g)). This electron-only reconnection site826

has been analyzed in our previous paper [13], which shows two-sided electron jets around the827

X-line at (x, y) = (48.175di, 27.05di). The in-plane electron fluid velocity Ve = (V 2
ex +V 2

ey)
1/2

828

in the simulation frame is shown in panel (o), where the coordinates L and N are indicated829

by the red arrows around the X-line. We determined the L and N directions based on830

the orientations of the current sheet and the magnetic field lines near the X-line. Panel831

(p) shows a region around the X-line, in the same scale as in panel (o): the color shows832
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the current density Jz, and the magenta lines are the contours of the vector potential Az,833

representing field lines. Based on the field line orientation, we visually determined the L834

and N directions, and the M direction is the same as the z direction. The quantities shown835

in panels (h)-(n) are the values along the black straight line in panel (o), which mimics a836

spacecraft trajectory, and the horizontal axis in each plot in panels (h)-(n) represents the837

y coordinate along the black line (note that y increases from right to left in panels (h)-838

(n)). We tried several line trajectories in the simulation, and this straight line in panel (o)839

is one of the trajectories that show consistency in the quantities between the simulation840

and the observation. The two vertical dashed lines in (h)-(n) indicate the region with the841

bipolar electron outflows in VeL, and the dotted line represents the position of the X-line.842

Since we focus only near the reconnection region in the simulation, the interval between843

the two dashed lines in (h)-(n) is more expanded than the corresponding interval in (a)-(g)844

in the observation. Note that panels (h)-(l) show the quantities in the simulation frame845

(where the X-line is moving) to compare with the observation data (panels (a)-(e)) in the846

spacecraft frame, and panels (m) and (n) show the electric fields in the ion rest frame (using847

E + V iX × B/c, where V iX = [−2.6, 0.64, 3.2]vA0 is the ion fluid velocity at the X-line),848

to compare with the observation data (panels (f) and (g)) in the ion rest frame. These849

electric fields in panels (m) and (n) are close to the electric fields in the X-line rest frame850

(not shown). Also, the reconnection electric field EM at the X-line is frame independent.851

The magnetic field BL (panel (i)) reverses at the X-line, and the electron velocity VeL852

(panel (j)) shows anti-correlation with BL. Along the black line in (o), panel (j) shows that853

the positive VeL outflow speed becomes ∼ 10vA at y = 27.2di, while the negative VeL peak854

is ∼ −5vA0 at y = 26.9di. The velocity VeM (panel (k)) becomes -4vA0 in the region of855

the positive VeL side, including the X-line, but it becomes near zero in the negative VeL856

side. This shift of the negative VeM toward the positive VeL region indicates that the current857

sheet (Jz > 0) is slightly offset toward the negative BL region (see also the 2D plot of Jz858

in panel (p)), which is not observed in the MMS VeM plot, and this is possibly caused by859

turbulent flows around the X-line. The velocity VeN (panel (l)) shows a negative value in860

the region of positive VeL, and the peak outflow speed (V 2
eL + V 2

eN)1/2 becomes much larger861

in the negative BL side than the other side. Note that we can confirm in panel (o), where862

the vector arrows show the direction of the flow, that the vector arrows near the positive863

VeN peak (y ∼ 26.9di) and the negative VeN peak (y ∼ 27.2di) are in the outflow direction,864
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not in the inflow direction. Therefore, we consider that (V 2
eL +V 2

eN)1/2 represents the outflow865

speed in those peak positions. Ion flows do not show jet structures, and they are almost866

constant.867

The electric field EN (panel (m)) shows a bipolar structure in the current sheet, and the868

correlation between EN (panel (m)) and VeL (panel (j)) is consistent with the observation869

(panels (f) and (c)). In contrast, the sign of EL at the positive EN peak near y = 27.2di is870

positive, which is opposite from the negative sign of EL at the positive EN in the observation871

(panel (f)). The electric field EL(> 0) in this region in the simulation is consistent with the872

sign of -V e ×B, and mainly due to the negative VeN and the negative BM . If the flow VeN873

were positive as in the observation, EL would be negative in this region.874

The EM field (panel (m)) shows a positive value, around 0.06B0, at the X-line, and this875

value is close to 0.1BdVout/c, where Bd = 1.8B0 and Vout = 18vA (note that Bd and Vout are876

the values used in the analysis in Sec. III B, not the values along the black line in panel877

(o)). In panel (n), the parallel electric field E‖ shows a negative value at the X-line (dotted878

vertical line), consistent with the negative value of −EM , because of the negative BM and879

the positive EM at the X-line.880

If we compare these panels (h)-(n) obtained in the simulation with the MMS observation881

data (a)-(g), we see similarities between them. The BL reverses from negative to positive882

(from −3B0 to 2B0 in the simulation, while from -5nT to 10 nT in the observation). The883

magnitude of BM is large in the current sheet (BM ∼ −5B0 in the simulation, while BM ∼884

−40 nT in the observation). The velocity VeL reverses near the BL reversal (from 10vA0885

to −5vA0 in the simulation, while from 580 km/s to -150 km/s in the observation), and886

VeM shows a negative peak in the current sheet (VeM = −4vA0 in the simulation, and887

VeM = −1000 km/s in the observation). Note that 10vA0 in the simulation corresponds to888

70% of the electron Alfvén speed vAe = 14.4vA0 based on the mass ratio mi/me = 200,889

and both the simulation (10vA0 ∼ 0.7vAe) and the observation (580 km/s∼ 0.5vAe) show the890

same order. In addition, the electric field EN shows a bipolar structure (changing from 0.8B0891

to −0.4B0 in the simulation, while from 14 mV/m to -13 mV/m in the observation). The892

reconnection electric field EM is a positive value (0.06B0 in the simulation, while 4 mV/m in893

the observation), much weaker than the peak value of EN . In addition, the parallel electric894

field E‖ is consistent with a negative value of −EM in both simulation and observation.895

Therefore, it is possible that the MMS trajectory is similar to the black straight line that896
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crosses the X-line.897

However, there are also differences between the observation and the simulation. In the898

observation, the density increases across the current sheet from 13 cm−3 to 17 cm−3, while the899

simulation shows a decrease from 6n0 to 4n0 across the VeL reversal, even though the density900

outside the VeL reversal region increases from 4n0 at y = 28.05di to 6n0 at y = 26.05di. The901

velocity VeN is negative at the positive VeL peak at y = 27.2di in the simulation, while VeN902

is positive when VeL shows a positive peak in the observation. This difference is because the903

outflow jet in the simulation points in the upper right direction in panel (o), and the negative904

VeN flow may be driven by the surrounding background flow. Also, as we explained, the905

positive electric field EL in the outflow jet in the simulation is mainly due to the negative906

VeN . Also, in the simulation, the magnitude of the reconnection electric field is comparable907

to the fluctuation amplitude of EM and E‖ in the region surrounding the X-line (panel (n)),908

while the observation (panel (g)) shows that the enhancement of the reconnection electric909

field is more pronounced than the simulation. This may be because |BM | (guide field) in910

the simulation is much smaller than in the observation, and the magnetic field direction in911

the simulation significantly fluctuates. This weaker guide field introduces larger-amplitude912

fluctuations in E‖ due to all the three components of the electric field, while the magnetic913

field in the observation always points almost in the negative M direction and the contribution914

of EM , which has smaller fluctuations than EL and EN , dominates in E‖.915

In the simulation, the observed maximum outflow speed (V 2
eL + V 2

eN)1/2 along the black916

straight line is 12.3vA0 at y = 27.2di, which is smaller than the actual maximum outflow917

speed in the simulation frame 15.4vA0 at (x, y) = (48.525di, 27.35di). In addition, the918

maximum outflow speed in the X-line rest frame is 18vA0 (not shown). Therefore, this919

maximum outflow speed 12.3vA0 on the black straight line is much smaller than the actual920

outflow speed Vout discussed in Section III B. As this example shows, the spacecraft data921

of the maximum outflow speed (panel (c)), 580 km/s ∼ 22 times the Alfvén speed (or 440922

km/s ∼ 16 times the Alfvén speed, which is the difference between the outflow 580 km/s and923

the background flow 140 km/s), may be much smaller than the actual outflow speed in this924

reconnection region, and it is possible that the actual outflow speed is close to the electron925

Alfvén speed. Actually, other spacecraft in this event (in particular, MMS 3 and MMS 4,926

data not shown) observed faster outflow speeds by subtracting the background flow.927

The observed outflow speed by MMS 1 ∼ 16-22 times the Alfvén speed indicates that928
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electron-only reconnection can generate a strong electron outflow of the order of the electron929

Alfvén speed, and a large reconnection electric field of the order of RVoutBd (in SI unit) is930

expected, where R is the reconnection rate. In this event, MMS observed an enhancement of931

electric field EM up to around 4 mV/m near the BL reversal point, which is much larger than932

an estimate using a standard reconnection picture, EM ∼ 0.1BdvA ∼ 0.014 mV/m (Bd = 5933

nT and vA = 27 km/s). If we use an estimate of the reconnection rate in electron-only934

reconnection, RBdVout, we have EM ∼ RBdVout ∼ 0.7 mV/m, using R ∼ 0.3 and Vout = 440935

km/s in the ion rest frame. The observed EM , 4 mV/m, is much larger than this estimate,936

indicating that either R is much larger than 0.3, or the actual maximum outflow speed Vout937

as well as the actual magnetic field at the edge of the EDR Bd is much larger than 440938

km/s and 5 nT, respectively. For example, if R = 0.5 and Vout ∼ vAe ∼ 1200 km/s, EM is939

estimated to be 3 mV/m. The observation clearly shows that the reconnection electric field940

is consistent with the prediction in this study.941

V. CONCLUSIONS942

In this paper, we have investigated magnetic reconnection in the shock transition region943

in a quasi-parallel shock, under parameters of the Earth’s bow shock, by means of 2-D PIC944

simulation. The shock normal angle is 25 degrees, and the Alfvén Mach number is 11.4. We945

have analyzed the reconnection electric field, the reconnection rate, and the electron and946

ion outflow speeds in each reconnection site. From 43 X-lines in the shock transition region947

observed in the simulation at Ωit = 18.75, we have chosen 32 X-lines that are stable for the948

analysis time interval for 100 time steps, and we have identified 18 electron-only reconnection949

sites and 7 regular reconnection sites. In each reconnection site, we have measured the X-line950

velocity, and we have discussed quantities in the X-line stationary frame.951

We have performed a statistical analysis for electron-only reconnection, to understand952

the relations between the reconnection electric field, the reconnection rate, and the electron953

outflow speed. The electron outflow speed and the theoretical prediction of the speed show954

a positive correlation, and electron-only reconnection can be understood using asymmetric955

reconnection theory by Ref. [20] by replacing the ion mass with the electron mass. We also956

have found a tendency that the reconnection electric field increases with the electron outflow957

speed, as well as the convection electric field due to the electron outflow. The reconnection958
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rate is not a constant value such as 0.1, but it becomes larger when the product VoutBd/c959

becomes smaller. Also, the reconnection rate decreases with the increase of the guide field960

Bg, when Bg is larger than a few Bd (reconnecting magnetic field).961

Regular reconnection in shock turbulence shows similar tendencies to those in electron-962

only reconnection. Both the electron outflow speed and the ion outflow speed become963

the order of 10vA0, which is the same order as the upstream ion speed in the shock with964

MA = 11.4. Although the electron outflow speed is not correlated with the theoretical speed,965

we have found a tendency that the electron outflow speed is proportional to the ion outflow966

speed. The reconnection electric field as well as the reconnection rate becomes the same967

order as those in electron-only reconnection, and the reconnection electric field increases as968

the increase of the convection electric field due to the electron outflow. The reconnection969

electric field and the reconnection rate show slight decreases when the guide field becomes970

larger than 3Bd.971

The magnitude of the reconnection electric field, both in electron-only reconnection and972

in regular reconnection, is unusually large, of the order of 0.1BdVout/c. In electron-only973

reconnection, the reconnection electric field becomes (mi/me)
1/2 times larger than that in974

reconnection in the Earth’s magnetopause/magnetotail. This is understood as a result of975

the fast speed of electron outflow, of the order of local electron Alfvén speed, and the large976

convection electric field by the fast electron outflow. Surprisingly, the reconnection electric977

field in regular reconnection in the shock transition region also becomes the same order as978

that in electron-only reconnection, and this is related with the large ion outflow and electron979

outflow, which also become much larger than Alfvén speed.980

Reconnection in the shock is driven by instabilities: the non-resonant ion-ion instability981

and the secondary instability due to beams [14]. The non-resonant ion-ion beam instability982

is caused by the ion reflection in the shock, and the reflected ion beam speed vb is roughly983

proportional to the shock speed, MAvA0. The growth rate of the instability [34] is γ/Ωi ∼984

vb/vA0 = MA, which is a constant and does not depend on the upstream magnetic field985

B0 and the mass ratio. Also the growth rate is positive when the propagation angle is986

less than 45 degrees, suggesting that the instability grows in a quasi-parallel shock. In987

contrast, the secondary instability is consistent with whistler waves excited by electron988

beams [14], and the growth rate is a function of B0 and the mass ratio, whose leading order is989

γ/Ωi ∼ (nb/n0)(mi/me) [35]. Therefore, the growth rate normalized by Ωi becomes larger as990
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the mass ratio becomes lager. In a real shock (mi/me = 1840), the growth of the secondary991

instability could be larger than that in the simulation in this study with mi/me = 200.992

However, the above discussions are based on simplified linear analyses, and PIC simulations993

remain to be conducted to see the dependence of the instabilities and reconnection on B0,994

the shock angle, and the mass ratio.995

An event of electron-only reconnection in the Earth’s magnetosheath downstream of a996

quasi-parallel shock, observed by MMS spacecraft, exhibits consistency with PIC simulation997

predictions. In the observed event, bipolar electron jets have been detected with a peak998

speed almost half the electron Alfvén speed. The outflow velocity reverses at around the999

magnetic field reversal point, indicating that the jets are generated near the reconnection1000

X-line. The event also shows the reconnection electric field that is much larger than the pre-1001

diction based on the standard laminar reconnection, and closer to the prediction discussed1002

in this paper, EM ∼ RBdvAe. Further observational studies of electric fields in more events1003

will help to better constrain the properties of reconnection electric fields and reconnection1004

rates in both electron-only reconnection and regular reconnection in the Earth’s bow shock1005

and the magnetosheath.1006
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See the supplementary material for flow patterns, flow profiles, the size of the EDR, and1009

the in-plane electric fields in a few reconnection sites.1010
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Appendix A: Outflow speed with the L-directional fluxes1020

To argue Vout more precisely in a case where there are the L-directional mass and energy1021

fluxes, let us obtain Vout as a function of vin−L and nin−L/nout from Eq. (7). In that case,1022

Vout is a solution of the following cubic equation:1023

V 3
out − V 2

theoryVout =
nin−L

nout

vin−L(v2in−L − V 2
theory). (A1)

Let us investigate a solution of Vout as a function of vin−L using a fixed value of nin−L/nout.1024

The left-hand side is a cubic function of Vout, and let us denote it f(Vout). This func-1025

tion becomes zero at Vout = 0 and Vout = Vtheory; i.e., f(0) = 0 and f(Vtheory) = 0. In1026

0 < Vout < Vtheory, f(Vout) takes its minimum value −(2/3)(1/3)1/2V 3
theory when Vout =1027

(1/3)1/2Vtheory. Let us obtain the solution of Vout from f(Vout) = a, where a represents1028

a value in the right-hand side of Eq. (A1), considering a crossing point of the curve1029

y = f(Vout) and y = a. When vin−L is zero, a = 0 and there are two solutions: one1030

is Vout = 0, and the other is Vout = Vtheory. In the following, we only consider the so-1031

lution close to Vtheory. We change vin−L from zero to Vtheory. As vin−L increases, a be-1032

comes a negative value, and the solution of Vout becomes slightly smaller than Vtheory.1033

When nin−L/nout < 1, the range of a is −(2/3)(1/3)1/2V 3
theory < a < 0, and in this case,1034

the solution of Vout is larger than (1/3)1/2Vtheory. When nin−L/nout = 1, the minimum1035

value of a becomes −(2/3)(1/3)1/2Vtheory, and in that case, Vout takes its minimum value1036

(1/3)1/2Vtheory ∼ 0.58Vtheory. Therefore, the electron outflow speed Vout is not less than1037

0.58Vtheory under any values of nin−L/nout between zero to unity, and Vout is always of the1038

order of Vtheory.1039

Note that according to Eq. (A1), Vout = Vtheory when vin−L = Vtheory. When the ratio1040

nin−L/nout < 1, this is understandable, because the sum of the three inflow fluxes related1041

with vin1, vin2, and vin−L are merged together to make a large outflow flux. However, when1042

nin−L = nout, the condition that Vout = Vtheory and vin−L = Vtheory means that there is no1043

inflows of vin1 and vin2, and this simply means that the L-directional inflow vin−L = Vtheory1044

is passing through the X-line and the same speed of outflow Vout is realized in the outflow1045

side. This is not reconnection. To realize reconnection, we require either nin−L < nout or1046

Vin−L < Vout. To see this point, let us see the inflow speed vin1 in Eqs. (3), (5), and (6).1047
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From these equations, we have the following relations:1048 (
lvin1
2B2δ

)
(n1B2 + n2B1) = noutVout − nin−Lvin−L, (A2)

1049 (
lvin1
2B2δ

)
(B1 +B2)B1B2

4πme

= noutV
3
out − nin−Lv

3
in−L. (A3)

Looking into these equations, we find that vin1 becomes zero when nin−L = nout and Vout =1050

vin−L. This is because the flux is coming in from the inflow direction with vin−L and the1051

same amount of flux is going out to the outflow direction with Vout. To make the inflow vin11052

nonzero, we need to have either nin−L < nout or vin−L < Vout, and reconnection can occur1053

only when one of the conditions is satisfied.1054
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FIG. 1. (a) Current density Jz in the shock transition region. Gray curves are magnetic field

lines projected on the x-y plane. (b) Positions of electron-only reconnection (magenta Xs), regular

reconnection (yellow Xs), and no active reconnection (white Xs).

FIG. 2. Field quantities in an electron-only reconnection site, in the X-line rest frame. The X-line

is at (x, y) = (47.5di, 25.85di), indicated by the magenta X in each plot. (a) Current density Jz, (b)

electric field Ez, (c) the in-plane electron fluid velocity Ve = (V 2
ex +V 2

ey)1/2 multiplied by sign(Vey),

(d) the in-plane ion fluid velocity Vi multiplied by sign(Viy), (e) magnetic field Bz, and (f) 1-D cuts

of BL and the electron density ne along the N direction. L is the direction of the reconnecting

magnetic field BL, and L-N coordinates are shown in panel (d). The cuts are along the N axis.

In all the plots, magenta curves are magnetic field lines. White arrows in panels (a)(b)(c)(e) are

the electron fluid velocity vectors in the X-line rest frame, while those in panel (d) are the ion

fluid velocity vectors. The two vertical dashed lines in panel (f) indicate the positions where we

measured B1, B2, n1, and n2 for the asymmetric reconnection theory.

FIG. 3. Field quantities in another electron-only reconnection site in the X-line rest frame, at the

X-line (x, y) = (48.5di, 37.375di), in the same format as in Fig. 2
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FIG. 4. Histograms for electron-only reconnection. (a) Reconnection electric field Er, (b) recon-

nection rates Rt = Er/(VtheoryBd/c) (black) and Ro = Er/(VoutBd/c) (red), (c) theoretical outflow

speed Vtheory (black) and observed outflow speed Vout (red), and (d) the ratio Vout/Vtheory.

FIG. 5. Scatter plots for electron-only reconnection. (a) Vout vs. Vtheory, (b) Er vs. Vtheory

(black), and Er vs. Vout (red), (c) Er vs. convection Ez due to Vout (black) and Vin (red), and (d)

reconnection rate Rt vs. VtheoryBd/c (black) and Ro vs. VoutBd/c (red).

FIG. 6. Scatter plots for electron-only reconnection. (a) Er vs. guide field Bg/B0 (black) and Er

vs. Bg/Bd (red), and (b) reconnection rate Rt vs. Bg/B0 (black) and Rt vs. Bg/Bd (red).

FIG. 7. Field quantities in a regular reconnection site whose X-line is at (xX , yX) = (49.8di, 21.2di),

in the X-line rest frame,

in the same format as in Fig. 2, except for panel (b) where white arrows show the ion fluid

velocity vectors in the X-line rest frame.

FIG. 8. Histograms for regular reconnection. (a) Reconnection electric field Er, (b) reconnection

rates Ret = Er/(Ve−theoryBd/c) (black) and Reo = Er/(Ve−outBd/c) (red), (c) reconnection rates

Rit = Er/(Vi−theoryBd/c) (black) and Rio = Er/(Vi−outBd/c) (red), and (d) ion outflow speed

Vi−out (black) and electron outflow speed Ve−out.

FIG. 9. Scatter plots for regular reconnection. (a) Ve−out vs. Ve−theory, (b) Vi−out vs. Vi−theory

(black) and Vi−out vs. Ve−out (red), (c) Er vs. Vi−out (black), Er vs. Ve−out (red), and Er vs.

convection Ez by electron outflow (blue) and electron inflow (magenta), and (d) reconnection rates

Rio vs. Vi−outBd/c (black) and Reo vs. Ve−outBd/c (red).

FIG. 10. Scatter plots for regular reconnection. (a) Er vs. guide field Bg/B0 (black) and Er vs.

Bg/Bd, and (b) reconnection rates Rio and Reo vs. Bg/B0 (black) and Rio and Reo vs. Bg/Bd

(red).
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FIG. 11. Schematic diagrams: (a) two-sided jets, (b) one-sided jet, (c), one-sided jet with the L

fluxes, (d) EDR in electron-only reconnection, and (e) EDR in standard reconnection. In each plot,

the X-line is denoted by the X mark. In (d) and (e), Bup is the magnetic field in the upstream

regions.

FIG. 12. (a)-(g) MMS observation data for electron-only reconnection: (a) electron density, (b)

magnetic fields, (c)-(e) fluid velocities, (f) electric fields, and (g) parallel electric field and −EM .

The vertical dashed lines show the region a current sheet, and the dotted line indicates the BL

reversal. (h)-(n) Simulation data, the same quantities as in (a)-(g). (o) 2-D plot of the in-plane

electron fluid speed in the simulation frame. The black line is where the quantities in (h)-(n) are

plotted. White arrows show the vectors of the electron fluid velocity, (p) 2-D plot of the current

density Jz.
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